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Terminology

Unclonable Physical Function

Physical Unclonable Function

Physically Unclonable Function

Physical Random Function

Physical Unreadable Function

Physical Hash Function

Physically Obscured Key (POK)

Physically Obfuscated Key

...
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The PUF Zoo

optical PUF
coating PUF
Silicon PUF

optical fiber PUF
RF COA
LC-PUF

S-RAM PUF
arbiter PUF

fluorescent PUF
delay PUF

butterfly PUF
diode breakdown PUF

reconfigurable PUF
acoustic PUF

controlled PUF
phosphor PUF

...
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What is a PUF?

• Relatively new security primitive (2001)
• Formal definition:

- complex piece of material
- challenge-response behaviour
- difficult to characterize (“opaque”)
- difficult to clone physically
- difficult to emulate (“mathematical unclonability”)

• Various applications
- authentication token
- anti-counterfeiting 
- secure key storage
- software to hardware binding
- tamper evidence
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Silicon PUF [Gassend et al. 2002]
TiN

TiO2

Coating PUF  
Posch 1998;  Tuyls et al. 2006

SRAM PUF  
Guajardo et al.  
Su et al. 2007

FPGA ‘butterfly’ PUF  
Guajardo et al.  
Su et al. 2007

Optical PUF  
Pappu 2001
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Example: Optical PUF

Speckle pattern:
• bright and dark spots
• looks random
• depends strongly on wavelength, angle, focus
• depends strongly on location of scattering particles

coherent multiple scattering

Satisfies most of the formal PUF requirements.
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Wave guide model

Pretend that the PUF behaves as an optical fiber
• transversal modes
• scattering between modes
• random scattering matrix

Nmod = πW2 / λ2

Angular size of speckle 
= step size between neighbouring modes
= λ / W
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Fuzzy Extractor

noisy 

Secret key generation from common randomness
• error correction
• redundancy data must not leak about secret!
• secret must be (almost) uniform

Pr[S’=S] > 1−ε
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Consider this attacker model

Enrolment of a PUF (e.g. optical PUF)
• PUF has huge number of Challenge-Response Pairs (CRPs) 
• Alice records a number of CRPs
• Alice gives the PUF to Bob

Assumptions about the attacker
• no access to Alice's CRP database 
• eavesdrops all communication between A and B
• has occasional (brief) access to the PUF
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Authentication protocol

•Works only if number of CRPs is huge! 
•The MAC keys are secret only temporarily

Alice has {ci, Wi, Si} Bob has the PUF

Random i, u  
CA=E(Si, u||f(u)) ci, Wi, CA Measure PUF response X’

S’ = Rep(X’,Wi)
u’||a = D(S’, CA)
Check a==f(u’)
CB = E(S’, u’)CB

D(Si, CB) == u ?

MAC key Si

Authenticated channel

Never use i again
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"Silicon PUF": propagation delays

PUF based on delay measurement 
Challenge defines a path
1. Arbiter PUF
2. Oscillator PUF Arbiter PUF

Linear behaviour. 
Vulnerable to modelling attack!
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5.3.4 Delay based PUFs

‘Silicon PUFs’, first proposed in [14], are based on uncontrollable process variations during IC
manufacture. These variations lead to subtle but measurable di↵erences in signal delay times.
Across a chip, signal propagation delays vary due to mask variations; this is sometimes called the
system component of delay variation. There are also random variations in chips across a wafer,
and from wafer to wafer due to, for instance, process temperature and pressure variations during
the various manufacturing steps. The magnitude of delay variation due to this random component
can be 5% or more. There is a continuous e↵ort to reduce all these sources of variation because
they inherently limit the component density of the IC. Nevertheless, the relative variations in state
of the art components tends to increase with shrinking device sizes.

Arbiter PUF

Figure 5.5: Arbiter PUF.

Fig. 5.5 shows a schematic overview of an ‘arbiter PUF’. There is a top path and a bottom path,
each with their own delay bu↵ers. A signal is simultaneously sent into both paths. In each segment
i 2 {1, · · · , n}, the di↵erence between the top delay and the bottom delay is denoted as �

i

. The
challenge bits c

i

2 {�1,+1} are fed into switch blocks. At the i’th switch block the top and
bottom signals cross if c

i

= �1; otherwise the signals stay in their top/bottom path. The Arbiter
detects which of the signals arrives first, top or bottom. If it is the top one, the Arbiter outputs
the response R = +1; if it is the lower one, it outputs R = �1. Let ~c be a vector consisting of the
challenge bits c

i

, and let ~� be a vector consisting of the delay di↵erences �
i

. The the response of
the arbiter PUF is given by
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. Then the response can be written more simply as

R(~c) = sgn(~� · ~�). (5.8)

There are 2n possible challenges. However, because of the additive behaviour of the �’s, it is
relatively easy for an attacker to predict the response to a fresh random challenge after he has
observed a small number of Challenge-Response Pairs.
In order to make the analysis of CRPs more di�cult it has been proposed [27] to couple multiple
Arbiter PUFs together. This is depicted in Fig. 5.6. All the PUFs receive the same challenge
vector ~c; their outputs are multiplied to yield a single response R(~c) 2 {�1, 1}. Let us denote the
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Combined Arbiter PUFs

• Equations are non-linear in the Δ variables
• more difficult to model
• but vulnerable to Machine Learning attacks!  [Rührmair et al. 2010]  

#CRPs = O(nk).
13
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Figure 5.6: Combined Arbiter PUFs. The outputs are multiplied to form a single binary output.

�-vector of the j’th PUF as ~�(j), and the response of the j’th PUF as R(j)(~c). Then

R(~c) =
kY

j=1

R(j)(~c) = sgn[~� · ~�(1) ~� · ~�(2) . . . ~� · ~�(k)]. (5.9)

It is much harder to analyze CRPs that were generated by (5.9) than by (5.8). In spite of this
fact, it was demonstrated in [12] that the system of combined Arbiter PUFs is vulnerable to a

so-called Machine Learning attack. Such an attack is capable of estimating all the �(j)

i

values
from a limited number of CRPs. The required number of CRPs scales roughly as kn. Thus we
can conclude that even combined Arbiter PUFs do not support a large number of independent
CRPs.

Oscillator PUF

Figure 5.7: Oscillator PUF.

An Oscillator PUF is very similar to an Arbiter PUF. Instead of an arbiter, there is a path selector
which takes a binary challenge c

n+1

as input. (Fig. 5.7.) The selector selects the upper branch if
c
n+1

= 1, otherwise the lower branch. The signal in the selected branch is fed back as input to
the PUF. This feedback causes an oscillation whose period depends on the precise delays in the
delay bu↵ers. The oscillation period can then be transformed into a discrete response in several
ways, e.g. by measuring the oscillation frequency and discretizing it.
The Oscillator PUF has the same vulnerability to Machine Learning attacks as Arbiter PUFs.
Formal properties of delay-based PUFs
The number of di↵erent challenges is exponential in n. However, because of the Machine Learning
attacks, the number of independent CRPs is linear in n. If the IC blocks direct access to the
delay measurements, then it is hard for an attacker to determine the delays; then the ‘opaqueness’
property holds. The uncontrollability of the manufacturing variations implies that physical cloning
is di�cult.



Oscillator PUF

Also vulnerable to Machine Learning attacks

Summary for delay based PUFs
• opaque if access can be blocked
• # challenges exponential in n (but not independent)
• vulnerable to Machine Learning attacks
• physically unclonable 
• NOT mathematically unclonable
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Coating PUF

TiN

TiO2

Security coating on IC
• opaque
• tough
• chemically inert

Added features
• high εr
• random TiN particles
• random capacitance

- easy readout from inside
- hard to probe from outside

Properties
• opaque
• only a few challenges
• physically unclonable 
• not math. unclonable
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S-RAM PUF

Startup state of SRAM memory cells
• before mem. initialization
• each device has unique & reproducible  

pattern of biases

Source: Intrinsic-ID 16

"Static Random-Access Memory"
• faster and more expensive than DRAM
• used in e.g. CPU cache

Properties
• opaque if access is blocked
• only a few challenges
• physically unclonable 
• not math. unclonable



D-RAM PUF [Xiong et al. 2016]

"Dynamic Random-Access Memory"
• cheap, large memory
• needs refresh because of charge leakage

Properties
• opaque if access is blocked
• only a few challenges 

(time scale)
• physically unclonable 
• not math. unclonable

Decay rate of DRAM cells
• selectively switch off the refresh of DRAM part
• unique & reproducible decay rates

Advantage over SRAM PUF:  
no need to switch whole  
memory off&on
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Comparison

• Optical PUF has best properties,  
but difficult/expensive to integrate in chip technology.

• Fortunately, not every application needs all these properties!

18
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5.3.5 Comparison of PUF types

# CRPs opaque phys. unclonable non-emulatable
3D optical exponential⇤ + + only if nonlinear
coating linear + + �
SRAM linear if access blocked + �
delay exponential⇤ if access blocked + �

⇤The number of independent CRPs is linear. (A nonlinear-material optical PUF has more than
linear.)

5.4 Detailed list of PUF applications

Here we give an overview of application scenarios for PUFs/POKs. We try to present this in a
way that is as structured as possible, explicitly giving the attack model and the assumptions.

5.4.1 Anti-counterfeiting with bare PUFs

We consider one of the following scenarios

1. A bare PUF is created and embedded into a valuable product.

2. A valuable product is created. Some part of it is a bare PUF.

These scenarios are equivalent in the sense that they result in a product containing a bare PUF.
Then the PUF is enrolled. This means that its characteristics are measured and stored for later
reference. The storage has to be done in some trusted way, e.g. a trusted database or with a
digital certificate signed by the enrollment authority.
At some later time, a verifier (Victor) wants to check if the product is authentic. He fetches the
enrollment data for this specific object. (If the data comes accompanied with a certificate, he
checks the certificate using the enrollment authority’s public key.) He measures the characteristics
of the bare PUF and compares them to the enrollment data. If they are su�ciently close, he
considers the product to be authentic.
The PUF has short-term validity. In the database case, it gets removed from the database after
some time. In the certificate case, the certificate mentions an expiration date.
Attack model
We say that an attack is successful if an attacker can earn money in the following way. He
manufactures a non-authentic product and embeds a self made bare PUF into it. The combination
of counterfeit product, PUF (and possibly a fake certificate) has to pass Victor’s verification.
We do not consider attacks where an enrolled PUF is removed from an authentic product and put
into a counterfeit product. With such a scheme the attacker cannot earn money. He either has to
buy authentic products (too expensive) or to steal them (theft is a separate transgression in itself
and out of scope of simple counterfeiting attacks).
Requirements for security
We need physical unclonability (property 2) and none of the other properties. It does not matter
if there is only one challenge; or if the attacker knows everything about the PUF he wants to
clone; or if he has a perfect mathematical model. The only thing that counts is that Victor does a
measurement of a physical object, and the attacker has to make a passable physical clone of that
object. (In fact the word PUF is not applicable at all. Unfortunately we are stuck with this name
in the scientific literature at the moment.)
What can we say about the di�culty of physical cloning? Very little! The only generic theoretical
analysis we have is based on random collisions. The attacker knows the properties of M enrolled
PUFs. He manufactures N PUFs at random and hopes that one of them matches one of the M
known PUFs. Let’s say for simplicity that the PUF creation process has b bits of entropy, and



Read-proof, tamper evident key storage

Device secrets stored during off state
• attacker has full access
• assume that flash/EEPROM mem is insecure

EEPROM 

- Helper data 

- EK[Device secrets] 

PUF 

Sensor 

reproduce 

K 

Crypto processor 
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Derive encryption key from Coating PUF
• only when needed
• non-digital, hard to read from outside
• tampering destroys key

TiN

TiO2
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EEPROM 

- Helper data 

- EK[Device secrets] 

PUF 

Sensor 

reproduce 

K 
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Which PUF properties are needed here?

Question time
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Intro to anti-counterfeiting

The counterfeiting problem

Short history of paper money 
•   800 AD: China, first bills 
• 1450 AD: China abolishes paper money 
• 1601 AD: introduction in Sweden

Frightening numbers: 
10% of all medication 
10% aircraft spare parts
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Counterfeiting: Think big
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Be careful quoting counterfeiting stats

Very amusing article: (June 2005)  
http://www.felixsalmon.com/000363.html

Most of the cited numbers cannot be trusted
• lousy statistics
• made-up numbers
• reports quoting each other!

Stop Counterfeiting in Manufactured Goods Act (May 2005):  
“the U.S. Customs Service and Border Protection estimates 
that counterfeiting costs the U.S. $200 billion annually.”

“I spoke to a very friendly spokeswoman (...), who told me that Customs didn't 
compile such numbers at all: she had no idea how their name wound up getting 
attached to that figure in federal legislation.”

Etc etc.
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Usual approach to anti-counterfeiting

Traditional approach: 
• add authenticity mark to product 
• hard to forge 
• all marks are identical } Er, ... WTF?

Imagine your company needs a security label ... 
• how do you know what you are buying? 

- nobody discloses technology details 
- there is no “AES” for anti-counterfeiting 
- perfect market for snake oil 

• by the way, many of the suppliers are Chinese
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(...) is a high-tech company which is professional in laser security. We have 
developed in the field of security for more than 20 years. (...). We have 
attained the leading level in the industry of laser security . Now we are one of 
the several leading company which are professional in hologram master 
shooting in China. We can supply our clients with the comprehensive 
products in this field, such as: hologram label design, hologram master 
shooting, related professional equipments and related hologram materials. 
Meanwhile we also provide our clients the most excellent technology of 
security, the latest materials of security at very reasonable prices. Our aim is 
to supply clients with the best products and services.We also can supply the 
related professional equipments and materials in this field (...) We have got a 
good reputation in this industry for many years in China. We still keep 
developing our technology and products. We have established good business 
relationships with many famous domestic and abroad companies. And our 
clients are quite satisfied with our products and services. We are sure that we 
can meet your demands as well.
Welcome to visit our company.Any more requirements, please connect us.
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‐ product info 

‐ expiry date 

‐ mark details 

Digital signature 

by Authority XYZ 

[Bauder, Simmons < 1991] 
• Unique marks 

- uncontrollable process 
- even manufacturer cannot clone 

• digitally signed by Enrollment Authority 
• Two-step verification 

- check signature of Authority 
- then check the mark 

• Forgery needs either 
- physical cloning 
- or fake signature  

• Allows "open" approach 
- no reliance on security-by-obscurity

Certificate

Alternative approach to anti-counterfeiting

[Note: no fuzzy extractor needed]
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Question time

How many bits of entropy must the mark have?

Attack model
• M known enrolled PUFs
• make random PUFs

- cost is c per random PUF
• income is s per successful clone
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Question time

Is the fake product accepted as genuine?

Does the idea make sense?

Attack model
• Do not attack the mark or the certificate
• Replace the genuine product by a counterfeit

28



Generic anti-counterfeiting using POKs

RFID tag 
comes with product

POK:
• private key S, public key P
• certificate on P and product info,  

expiry date etc.
P

Verifier

P

u
Check certificate;
Random challenge u

u signed with S
Check signature
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Authentication of the helper data

EEPROM 

- Helper data 

- EK[Device secrets] 

PUF 

Sensor 

reproduce 

K 

Crypto processor 
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 What if helper data 
is manipulated?

Manipulation detection
A)Helper data signed by Enrollment Authority

- device has public key in ROM
- device verifies signature
- tampering detected even before key reproduction

B) What if there is no public key infrastructure?
- somehow use K itself to check the helper data
- tampering detected before K is really used
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‘Robust fuzzy extractor’

EEPROM 

- Helper data 

- EK[Device secrets] 

PUF 

Sensor 

reproduce 

K 

Crypto processor 
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W
h = hash(W || K)

(*) Check if h is consistent with W and K!

(*) extra data for  
manipulation detection

Question
- what are the requirements on K?
- what kind of crypto assumption has been made?
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Certified measurement

PUF

sensor

Rep

ROM

PEA

Verify

Untrusted Flash

Sign(SEA, W)

W
W

Sign(SEA, P) Verify make 
PublicKey

S
P

PEA Sign

Verify
P

Verify

Trusted environment

PEA Verifier

yes/no

video

Video camera
• inseparably embedded
• key pair (S, P)
• S is POK key
• only P ever leaves device
• video signed with S
• EA certifies P

(Replace ‘camera’ by microphone / accelerometer / thermometer / ...)

Sign(SEA, P)
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Software-to-hardware binding

Problem
• manufacturing is outsourced
• cloned devices
• FPGA configurations (firmware) get copied

PUF solution
• write firmware to run on one specific FPGA
• firmware verifies some unique hardware property

- e.g. SRAM PUF
- executes correctly only if this yields expected value 

Complications
• attacker has full access to FPGA
• and to the netlist description Obfuscation comes  

to the rescue
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Authentication of Public PUFs

New concept: "Public PUF"
• #CRPs exponentially large
• each PUF can be emulated
‣ emulation programs are publicly known
‣ emulation is slower than PUF itself

Authentication protocol

Verifier has emui Prover has PUFi

Pick random challenge c; 
Emui yields response R

c
PUF yields response R'; 
M = MAC(R', x||i||c)x, M

Check timing;
check M

Message x is authenticated ... if M was sent fast enough
34



PUFs and Information Theory

• Creation entropy
• Entropy of a noiseless measurement
• Entropy revealed by a noisy measurement
• Mutual info between enrollment and verification  

(usable entropy)

35

Applying information theory to PUFs



PUF creation entropy

Configuration space K

Random configuration K ∈ K

Define pk = Prob[K=k]

Creation entropy H(K) = −∑k pk log pk

Not a very useful quantity
- not directly related to PUF measurements
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Measurement entropy

37

Measurement is a mapping

5.5. ENTROPY OF PUFS 65

Figure 5.10: Authentication protocol for Public PUFs. Helper data is not explicitly shown in this
picture: R and R0 are error-corrected strings.

5.5 Entropy of PUFs

In Section 5.4.1 we talked about the entropy of a PUF in a very loose way. Here we treat this
subject a bit more formally.
We start by defining a ‘PUF space’ K for a certain type of PUF. This is the configuration space
for all the random properties in a PUF. K is a finite set in which every element corresponds to
one possible PUF configuration. When a PUF is created randomly, we can represent this as a
stochastic variable K 2 K.
How can the set be finite if the random properties, e.g. particle locations, are continuous? The
answer is finite resolution. There is no measurement that gives an infinite number of accurate digits
after the comma; hence everything becomes discrete (but very fine-grained if the measurements
are very accurate.)
In general, not every configuration of particles etc. occurs with equal probability. There is a
probability distribution P on K, with

p
k

= P(k) = Pr[K = k]. (5.12)

From this we can define the creation entropy of a PUF as

Creation entropy: H(K) = �
X

k2K
p
k

log p
k

. (5.13)

Next we define a finite set M to be the set of all ‘allowed’ measurements that can be performed
on the PUF.7 The notation M is rather abstract; the elements of M are detailed descriptions of
experiments. We define U

m

as the set of possible outcomes of a measurement m 2 M.
Given these definitions, we can now say that a measurement m 2 M is in fact a mapping from K
to U

m

. When m is applied to a PUF k 2 K, the result is a measurement outcome m(k) 2 U
m

.

m : K ! U
m

k 7! m(k). (5.14)

Two measurements, say m
1

and m
2

, can be combined into a single measurement µ 2 M simply
by putting their outcomes together in a vector: µ(k) := (m

1

(k),m
2

(k)). This is straightforwardly
generalized to more than two measurements. Thus the set M accommodates not only simple
experiments, but also very elaborate ones that require multiple steps.
Now consider a fixed m being applied to a randomly created unknown PUF. We introduce the
notation I

m

for the entropy of this experiment. (We assume for the moment that there is no
measurement noise.) We call this the ‘noiseless measurement entropy’ of m. We have

Noiseless measurement entropy: I
m

= H(m(K)). (5.15)

7E.g. various ways of probing an optical PUF with optical wavelengths, but not ultraviolet or even shorter
wavelengths.

Entropy of a noiseless measurement: H(m(K))

Noise model: transition probabilities
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The probability distribution of the RV m(K) is computed as follows. For any m 2 M and u 2 U
m

⇡
m,u

= Pr[m(K) = u] =
X

k: m(k)=u

p
k

. (5.16)

The noiseless measurement entropy (5.15) can also be written as

I
m

= H({⇡
m,u

}
u2U

m

) = �
X

u2U
m

⇡
m,u

log ⇡
m,u

. (5.17)

(Here the entropy H is expressed as a property of a distribution, while in (5.15) it is written as a
property of a RV.)
Two measurements are called independent if I(m

1

(K);m
2

(K)) = 0, i.e. the outcomes depend on
di↵erent ‘parts’ of K.
Next we introduce measurement noise as an imperfect channel from u 2 U

m

to u0 2 U
m

. Even
though the ‘true’ outcome of the measurement is u = m(k), the noise in the equipment alters the
result to some value u0. For the probability of such an alteration we write

t
u!u

0 = Pr[U 0 = u0| U = u]. (5.18)

This is the most general way of characterizing the noise. It allows the noise to depend on u.
Noise may be caused by thermal fluctuations, quantization e↵ects, stray electromagnetic fields,
cosmic radiation, vibrations, voltage instabilities etc. Often noise is ‘additive’. This means that we
can write U 0 = U +N , where N ⇠ ⇢

n

is a RV such that t
u!u

0 = ⇢
n

(u0 � u), i.e. the probability of
the noise amplitude is independent of u. We have seen examples of additive noise in the previous
chapters, e.g. Gaussian noise and the binary symmetric channel. Typically E[N ] = 0.
The noise level can be reduced by repeating a measurement several times. For the i’th repetition,
i 2 {1, · · · , `}, we have a noisy measurement result U 0

i

= m(K)+N
i

where all the N
i

are indepen-
dent. Averaging these outcomes gives (1/`)

P
i

U 0
i

= m(K) + N̄ , with N̄ := (1/`)
P

i

N
i

. It turns

out that the amplitude of the averaged noise N̄ scales as 1/
p
`. (You are asked to prove this in

the next exercise.)

Exercise 5.7 Consider additive noise with zero expectation value. Show that E[N̄2] is proportional
to 1/`.

How many bits of information does one obtain about a PUF by doing one noisy measurement?
The answer is given in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3 (PUF information revealed by a noisy measurement) Consider an unknown
PUF K, a measurement m 2 M (m(K) = U) and noise that is not necessarily additive. The
amount of information revealed by one noisy measurement outcome U 0 is
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Proof: The left expression is exactly the information overlap we are looking for. We write
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Corollary 5.4 (PUF information revealed by a noiseless measurement) If there is no mea-
surement noise then the revealed information is I
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Definition 5.5 (Measurable entropy of a PUF) Consider a PUF space K and a space M of
allowed measurements. The measurable entropy of a PUF K 2 K, K ⇠ P, denoted by Imeas
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How much do you learn about a PUF  
by doing a noisy measurement?
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The probability distribution of the RV m(K) is computed as follows. For any m 2 M and u 2 U
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(K)) = 0, i.e. the outcomes depend on
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. Even
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The noise level can be reduced by repeating a measurement several times. For the i’th repetition,
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Special case: noiseless measurement 
-  U' = U.  
-  I(U'; K) becomes H(U) = H(m(K)).



We are skipping the following topics in the Lecture Notes:

measurable entropy

security parameter
(pages 66+67)



Usable entropy in binary PUFs

• PUF with "cells" that produce binary output
• PUF config = vector of biases
• Estimating a bias from finite #measurements
• Noise model
• Mutual info between enrollment and verification  

(usable entropy)

40

[van den Berg et al. 2013]



Biases and noise

At#enrolment,#each#cell#has#a#bias,

• Prob[cell#i#starts#up#in#state#"1"]#=#bi.###bi#�#[0,1]#
• PUF#fully#characterized#by#vector#b=(b1,#...#,bn)#
• prob.#density#at#manufacture:####ρ(b)#

• mulFple#(k)#measurements#of#each#cell:###xi=##(meas.#yielding#"1"#in#cell#i)#

• vector#x/k#is#esFmator#for#b,

Reconstruc*on+

• Noise!'''Biases'may'have'changed.'

• transi5on'prob.'τ(b'|b)'
• mul5ple'(ℓ)'measurements:''yi='#(meas.'yielding'"1"'in'cell'i)''

• vector'y/ℓ'is'es5mator'for'b''

41



about a cryptographic key [1, 2, 9, 18, 26]. However, it does
not take into account how much entropy is lost due to noise.

An optimal compression algorithm can compress a PUF
response to a description with length at least equal to the
entropy of the PUF data. By reversing this principle, an
optimal compression algorithm can be used to provide an
estimate for the PUF entropy. In PUF entropy analysis, the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW) [28] is regularly
used to estimate an upper bound on the entropy of PUFs [1,
2, 7, 17].

Furthermore, in [12] a model was developed for Silicon
PUFs, but no entropies were computed. We work with a
somewhat similar model and use it to estimate entropies.

3. MODELING BINARY-OUTPUT PUFS
Random variables are written with capitals, and their real-

izations in lower case. Vectors are in boldface. The number
of components (memory bits / flip-flops / latches / ...) in the
PUF is denoted as n. The components will be referred to as
cells. We define the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. At enrollment, the
PUF is fully characterized by a vector of biases: b = (b

i

)n
i=1.

When an enrollment measurement is done on cell i, the result
is ‘1’ with probability b

i

. For every cell, k enrollment mea-
surements are done (with k Ø 1). The number of ‘1’ results
in cell i is denoted as x

i

. We define x = (x
i

)n
i=1. The random

variable X
i

is binomial-distributed with parameters k and
b

i

: Pr[X
i

= x] = p
x|bi :=

!
k

x

"
b

x

i

(1 ≠ b
i

)k≠x. We denote the
joint probability as p

x|b =
r
iœ[n] pxi|bi .

In the reconstruction phase the environmental circum-
stances are in general di�erent than during enrollment, which
leads to modified cell biases bÕ

i

. A number ¸ of measurements
is done on each cell; the number of ‘1’ results in cell i is
denoted as y

i

. The variable Y
i

is binomial-distributed with
parameters ¸ and bÕ

i

. We define q
y|bÕ
i

=
!
¸

y

"
(bÕ
i

)y(1 ≠ bÕ
i

)¸≠y

and q
y|bÕ =

r
iœ[n] qyi|bÕi

. Note that x/k is an estimate of b,
and y/¸ is an estimate of bÕ. The estimates become more
accurate by increasing k and ¸, respectively.

Biases b and bÕ are themselves the result of probabilistic
processes: (i) Random variable B has a distribution fl dic-
tated by the randomness in PUF manufacturing. (ii) After
enrollment there are random influences that alter B to BÕ.
This is modeled as a set of transition probabilities ·(bÕ|b).

The amount of common key material that can be reli-
ably extracted from the enrollment and reconstruction mea-
surements is upper bounded by the mutual information
I(X;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) ≠ H(X,Y ). Note that I(X;Y )
depends on k and ¸. We have

Pr[X=x] =
⁄ 1

0
dnb fl(b) p

x|b (1)

Pr[Y =y] =
⁄ 1

0
dnbÕ[
⁄ 1

0
dnb fl(b)·(bÕ|b)] q

y|bÕ (2)

Pr[X=x,Y =y] =
⁄ 1

0
dnb fl(b)p

x|b

⁄ 1

0
dnbÕ ·(bÕ|b)q

y|bÕ .(3)

(In our notation the an integral is an operator acting on
everything to the right.) Our aim is to estimate fl and · from
our set of measurements on the UNIQUE PUFs, and then use
Eqs. (1–3) to compute I(X;Y ). However, the space in which
the biases live is very large due to the large number of cells
(b, bÕ œ B = [0, 1]n), no matter how we discretize the interval

[0, 1]. This makes estimation of probability distributions
di�cult, since any histogram we construct is based on only
N points in the whole space B, where N is the number of
PUFs we have at our disposal; the density of points is so low
that typically each bin will contain at most one point.

We introduce the following, rather crude, approximation,

fl(b) ¥
Ÿ

iœ[n]

fl

i

(b
i

) ; ·(bÕ|b) ¥
Ÿ

iœ[n]

·0(bÕ
i

|b
i

). (4)

In words: (i) At manufacture, each cell has its own probability
distribution (fl

i

) for the bias, independent of the other cells.
(ii) We use global transition probabilities ·0( · |· ), indepen-
dent of the cell index, to model the e�ect of environmental
influences on the biases.

The functions fl
i

and ·0 are defined on small domains: [0, 1]
and [0, 1]2 respectively. Hence they can be estimated fairly
accurately. Note that our approximation for fl is not capable
of modeling correlations between cells. Our approach (4) is
motivated by (a) the lack of correlation we observe between
cells in most of the PUF types (see Section 4.3), and (b) a
feeling that the physics of the transitions b

i

‘æ bÕ
i

should not
depend on the cell index i.

Substitution of (4) into (1–3) gives factorized equations,
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0
db
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(6)
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fl
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The mutual information then consists of independent parts,
I(X;Y ) ¥

q
iœ[n] I(X

i

;Y
i

) =
q
iœ[n] H(X

i

)+H(Y
i

)≠H(X
i

, Y

i

).

4. RESULTS

4.1 Data set
To test the results of our proposed method, a large data

set of PUF measurements has been used. This data set was
created in the EU funded FP7 programme project UNIQUE
(contract number 238811). The UNIQUE project yielded 192
ASICs featuring six di�erent PUF types: SRAM, D Flip-Flop
(DFF), Latch, Buskeeper, Arbiter and Ring Oscillator.

We analyze the four memory-based PUF types. Each ASIC
has four instantiations of the Latch, DFF and SRAM PUF
and two instantiation of the Buskeeper PUF. Unfortunately
two Latch PUFs per ASIC are unusable due to faults in the
addressing logic. Furthermore, during preliminary testing,
one DFF instance was found to be very unreliable when
compared to the other instances (also noted in [9, 13]). This
instance we also excluded from the test data. This leaves a
total of 2 · 192 = 384 Latch and Buskeeper PUFs, 3 · 192
= 576 DFF and 4 · 192 = 768 SRAM PUFs for analysis.

All these PUF types provide 8192 bits of output, except
the SRAM PUF which has 65536 bits of output. However,
during the entropy analysis we used only 8192 out of these
65536, in order to reduce the required memory for processing.

In the UNIQUE project, several di�erent test (such as
temperature and voltage variation) were done to determine
reliability (e.g. in [9] and [12]). In this paper, we use the data
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(In our notation the an integral is an operator acting on
everything to the right.) Our aim is to estimate fl and · from
our set of measurements on the UNIQUE PUFs, and then use
Eqs. (1–3) to compute I(X;Y ). However, the space in which
the biases live is very large due to the large number of cells
(b, bÕ œ B = [0, 1]n), no matter how we discretize the interval

[0, 1]. This makes estimation of probability distributions
di�cult, since any histogram we construct is based on only
N points in the whole space B, where N is the number of
PUFs we have at our disposal; the density of points is so low
that typically each bin will contain at most one point.

We introduce the following, rather crude, approximation,
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(ii) We use global transition probabilities ·0( · |· ), indepen-
dent of the cell index, to model the e�ect of environmental
influences on the biases.

The functions fl
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and ·0 are defined on small domains: [0, 1]
and [0, 1]2 respectively. Hence they can be estimated fairly
accurately. Note that our approximation for fl is not capable
of modeling correlations between cells. Our approach (4) is
motivated by (a) the lack of correlation we observe between
cells in most of the PUF types (see Section 4.3), and (b) a
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Data set
To test the results of our proposed method, a large data

set of PUF measurements has been used. This data set was
created in the EU funded FP7 programme project UNIQUE
(contract number 238811). The UNIQUE project yielded 192
ASICs featuring six di�erent PUF types: SRAM, D Flip-Flop
(DFF), Latch, Buskeeper, Arbiter and Ring Oscillator.

We analyze the four memory-based PUF types. Each ASIC
has four instantiations of the Latch, DFF and SRAM PUF
and two instantiation of the Buskeeper PUF. Unfortunately
two Latch PUFs per ASIC are unusable due to faults in the
addressing logic. Furthermore, during preliminary testing,
one DFF instance was found to be very unreliable when
compared to the other instances (also noted in [9, 13]). This
instance we also excluded from the test data. This leaves a
total of 2 · 192 = 384 Latch and Buskeeper PUFs, 3 · 192
= 576 DFF and 4 · 192 = 768 SRAM PUFs for analysis.

All these PUF types provide 8192 bits of output, except
the SRAM PUF which has 65536 bits of output. However,
during the entropy analysis we used only 8192 out of these
65536, in order to reduce the required memory for processing.

In the UNIQUE project, several di�erent test (such as
temperature and voltage variation) were done to determine
reliability (e.g. in [9] and [12]). In this paper, we use the data

about a cryptographic key [1, 2, 9, 18, 26]. However, it does
not take into account how much entropy is lost due to noise.

An optimal compression algorithm can compress a PUF
response to a description with length at least equal to the
entropy of the PUF data. By reversing this principle, an
optimal compression algorithm can be used to provide an
estimate for the PUF entropy. In PUF entropy analysis, the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW) [28] is regularly
used to estimate an upper bound on the entropy of PUFs [1,
2, 7, 17].

Furthermore, in [12] a model was developed for Silicon
PUFs, but no entropies were computed. We work with a
somewhat similar model and use it to estimate entropies.

3. MODELING BINARY-OUTPUT PUFS
Random variables are written with capitals, and their real-

izations in lower case. Vectors are in boldface. The number
of components (memory bits / flip-flops / latches / ...) in the
PUF is denoted as n. The components will be referred to as
cells. We define the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. At enrollment, the
PUF is fully characterized by a vector of biases: b = (bi)ni=1.
When an enrollment measurement is done on cell i, the result
is ‘1’ with probability bi. For every cell, k enrollment mea-
surements are done (with k ⇥ 1). The number of ‘1’ results
in cell i is denoted as xi. We define x = (xi)ni=1. The random
variable Xi is binomial-distributed with parameters k and
bi: Pr[Xi = x] = px|bi :=
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⇥
bxi (1 � bi)k�x. We denote the

joint probability as px|b =
⌅
i⇤[n] pxi|bi .

In the reconstruction phase the environmental circum-
stances are in general di�erent than during enrollment, which
leads to modified cell biases b⇥i. A number ⇤ of measurements
is done on each cell; the number of ‘1’ results in cell i is
denoted as yi. The variable Yi is binomial-distributed with
parameters ⇤ and b⇥i. We define qy|b�
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and qy|b� =
⌅
i⇤[n] qyi|b�i . Note that x/k is an estimate of b,

and y/⇤ is an estimate of b⇥. The estimates become more
accurate by increasing k and ⇤, respectively.

Biases b and b⇥ are themselves the result of probabilistic
processes: (i) Random variable B has a distribution � dic-
tated by the randomness in PUF manufacturing. (ii) After
enrollment there are random influences that alter B to B⇥.
This is modeled as a set of transition probabilities ⇥(b⇥|b).

The amount of common key material that can be reli-
ably extracted from the enrollment and reconstruction mea-
surements is upper bounded by the mutual information
I(X;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) � H(X,Y ). Note that I(X;Y )
depends on k and ⇤. We have

Pr[X=x] =
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0
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(In our notation the an integral is an operator acting on
everything to the right.) Our aim is to estimate � and ⇥ from
our set of measurements on the UNIQUE PUFs, and then use
Eqs. (1–3) to compute I(X;Y ). However, the space in which
the biases live is very large due to the large number of cells
(b, b⇥ ⇧ B = [0, 1]n), no matter how we discretize the interval

[0, 1]. This makes estimation of probability distributions
di⇥cult, since any histogram we construct is based on only
N points in the whole space B, where N is the number of
PUFs we have at our disposal; the density of points is so low
that typically each bin will contain at most one point.

We introduce the following, rather crude, approximation,
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In words: (i) At manufacture, each cell has its own probability
distribution (�i) for the bias, independent of the other cells.
(ii) We use global transition probabilities ⇥0( · |· ), indepen-
dent of the cell index, to model the e�ect of environmental
influences on the biases.

The functions �i and ⇥0 are defined on small domains: [0, 1]
and [0, 1]2 respectively. Hence they can be estimated fairly
accurately. Note that our approximation for � is not capable
of modeling correlations between cells. Our approach (4) is
motivated by (a) the lack of correlation we observe between
cells in most of the PUF types (see Section 4.3), and (b) a
feeling that the physics of the transitions bi ⌃⌅ b⇥i should not
depend on the cell index i.

Substitution of (4) into (1–3) gives factorized equations,
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The mutual information then consists of independent parts,
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Data set
To test the results of our proposed method, a large data

set of PUF measurements has been used. This data set was
created in the EU funded FP7 programme project UNIQUE
(contract number 238811). The UNIQUE project yielded 192
ASICs featuring six di�erent PUF types: SRAM, D Flip-Flop
(DFF), Latch, Buskeeper, Arbiter and Ring Oscillator.

We analyze the four memory-based PUF types. Each ASIC
has four instantiations of the Latch, DFF and SRAM PUF
and two instantiation of the Buskeeper PUF. Unfortunately
two Latch PUFs per ASIC are unusable due to faults in the
addressing logic. Furthermore, during preliminary testing,
one DFF instance was found to be very unreliable when
compared to the other instances (also noted in [9, 13]). This
instance we also excluded from the test data. This leaves a
total of 2 · 192 = 384 Latch and Buskeeper PUFs, 3 · 192
= 576 DFF and 4 · 192 = 768 SRAM PUFs for analysis.

All these PUF types provide 8192 bits of output, except
the SRAM PUF which has 65536 bits of output. However,
during the entropy analysis we used only 8192 out of these
65536, in order to reduce the required memory for processing.

In the UNIQUE project, several di�erent test (such as
temperature and voltage variation) were done to determine
reliability (e.g. in [9] and [12]). In this paper, we use the data
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about a cryptographic key [1, 2, 9, 18, 26]. However, it does
not take into account how much entropy is lost due to noise.

An optimal compression algorithm can compress a PUF
response to a description with length at least equal to the
entropy of the PUF data. By reversing this principle, an
optimal compression algorithm can be used to provide an
estimate for the PUF entropy. In PUF entropy analysis, the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW) [28] is regularly
used to estimate an upper bound on the entropy of PUFs [1,
2, 7, 17].

Furthermore, in [12] a model was developed for Silicon
PUFs, but no entropies were computed. We work with a
somewhat similar model and use it to estimate entropies.

3. MODELING BINARY-OUTPUT PUFS
Random variables are written with capitals, and their real-

izations in lower case. Vectors are in boldface. The number
of components (memory bits / flip-flops / latches / ...) in the
PUF is denoted as n. The components will be referred to as
cells. We define the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. At enrollment, the
PUF is fully characterized by a vector of biases: b = (bi)ni=1.
When an enrollment measurement is done on cell i, the result
is ‘1’ with probability bi. For every cell, k enrollment mea-
surements are done (with k ⇥ 1). The number of ‘1’ results
in cell i is denoted as xi. We define x = (xi)ni=1. The random
variable Xi is binomial-distributed with parameters k and
bi: Pr[Xi = x] = px|bi :=
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⇥
bxi (1 � bi)k�x. We denote the

joint probability as px|b =
⌅
i⇤[n] pxi|bi .

In the reconstruction phase the environmental circum-
stances are in general di�erent than during enrollment, which
leads to modified cell biases b⇥i. A number ⇤ of measurements
is done on each cell; the number of ‘1’ results in cell i is
denoted as yi. The variable Yi is binomial-distributed with
parameters ⇤ and b⇥i. We define qy|b�
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and qy|b� =
⌅
i⇤[n] qyi|b�i . Note that x/k is an estimate of b,

and y/⇤ is an estimate of b⇥. The estimates become more
accurate by increasing k and ⇤, respectively.

Biases b and b⇥ are themselves the result of probabilistic
processes: (i) Random variable B has a distribution � dic-
tated by the randomness in PUF manufacturing. (ii) After
enrollment there are random influences that alter B to B⇥.
This is modeled as a set of transition probabilities ⇥(b⇥|b).

The amount of common key material that can be reli-
ably extracted from the enrollment and reconstruction mea-
surements is upper bounded by the mutual information
I(X;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) � H(X,Y ). Note that I(X;Y )
depends on k and ⇤. We have
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⌃ 1

0
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⌃ 1
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(In our notation the an integral is an operator acting on
everything to the right.) Our aim is to estimate � and ⇥ from
our set of measurements on the UNIQUE PUFs, and then use
Eqs. (1–3) to compute I(X;Y ). However, the space in which
the biases live is very large due to the large number of cells
(b, b⇥ ⇧ B = [0, 1]n), no matter how we discretize the interval

[0, 1]. This makes estimation of probability distributions
di⇥cult, since any histogram we construct is based on only
N points in the whole space B, where N is the number of
PUFs we have at our disposal; the density of points is so low
that typically each bin will contain at most one point.

We introduce the following, rather crude, approximation,
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In words: (i) At manufacture, each cell has its own probability
distribution (�i) for the bias, independent of the other cells.
(ii) We use global transition probabilities ⇥0( · |· ), indepen-
dent of the cell index, to model the e�ect of environmental
influences on the biases.

The functions �i and ⇥0 are defined on small domains: [0, 1]
and [0, 1]2 respectively. Hence they can be estimated fairly
accurately. Note that our approximation for � is not capable
of modeling correlations between cells. Our approach (4) is
motivated by (a) the lack of correlation we observe between
cells in most of the PUF types (see Section 4.3), and (b) a
feeling that the physics of the transitions bi ⌃⌅ b⇥i should not
depend on the cell index i.

Substitution of (4) into (1–3) gives factorized equations,
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The mutual information then consists of independent parts,
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i⇤[n] H(Xi)+H(Yi)�H(Xi, Yi).

4. RESULTS

4.1 Data set
To test the results of our proposed method, a large data

set of PUF measurements has been used. This data set was
created in the EU funded FP7 programme project UNIQUE
(contract number 238811). The UNIQUE project yielded 192
ASICs featuring six di�erent PUF types: SRAM, D Flip-Flop
(DFF), Latch, Buskeeper, Arbiter and Ring Oscillator.

We analyze the four memory-based PUF types. Each ASIC
has four instantiations of the Latch, DFF and SRAM PUF
and two instantiation of the Buskeeper PUF. Unfortunately
two Latch PUFs per ASIC are unusable due to faults in the
addressing logic. Furthermore, during preliminary testing,
one DFF instance was found to be very unreliable when
compared to the other instances (also noted in [9, 13]). This
instance we also excluded from the test data. This leaves a
total of 2 · 192 = 384 Latch and Buskeeper PUFs, 3 · 192
= 576 DFF and 4 · 192 = 768 SRAM PUFs for analysis.

All these PUF types provide 8192 bits of output, except
the SRAM PUF which has 65536 bits of output. However,
during the entropy analysis we used only 8192 out of these
65536, in order to reduce the required memory for processing.

In the UNIQUE project, several di�erent test (such as
temperature and voltage variation) were done to determine
reliability (e.g. in [9] and [12]). In this paper, we use the data

about a cryptographic key [1, 2, 9, 18, 26]. However, it does
not take into account how much entropy is lost due to noise.

An optimal compression algorithm can compress a PUF
response to a description with length at least equal to the
entropy of the PUF data. By reversing this principle, an
optimal compression algorithm can be used to provide an
estimate for the PUF entropy. In PUF entropy analysis, the
Context-Tree Weighting algorithm (CTW) [28] is regularly
used to estimate an upper bound on the entropy of PUFs [1,
2, 7, 17].

Furthermore, in [12] a model was developed for Silicon
PUFs, but no entropies were computed. We work with a
somewhat similar model and use it to estimate entropies.

3. MODELING BINARY-OUTPUT PUFS
Random variables are written with capitals, and their real-

izations in lower case. Vectors are in boldface. The number
of components (memory bits / flip-flops / latches / ...) in the
PUF is denoted as n. The components will be referred to as
cells. We define the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}. At enrollment, the
PUF is fully characterized by a vector of biases: b = (bi)ni=1.
When an enrollment measurement is done on cell i, the result
is ‘1’ with probability bi. For every cell, k enrollment mea-
surements are done (with k ⇥ 1). The number of ‘1’ results
in cell i is denoted as xi. We define x = (xi)ni=1. The random
variable Xi is binomial-distributed with parameters k and
bi: Pr[Xi = x] = px|bi :=
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bxi (1 � bi)k�x. We denote the

joint probability as px|b =
⌅
i⇤[n] pxi|bi .

In the reconstruction phase the environmental circum-
stances are in general di�erent than during enrollment, which
leads to modified cell biases b⇥i. A number ⇤ of measurements
is done on each cell; the number of ‘1’ results in cell i is
denoted as yi. The variable Yi is binomial-distributed with
parameters ⇤ and b⇥i. We define qy|b�
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and qy|b� =
⌅
i⇤[n] qyi|b�i . Note that x/k is an estimate of b,

and y/⇤ is an estimate of b⇥. The estimates become more
accurate by increasing k and ⇤, respectively.

Biases b and b⇥ are themselves the result of probabilistic
processes: (i) Random variable B has a distribution � dic-
tated by the randomness in PUF manufacturing. (ii) After
enrollment there are random influences that alter B to B⇥.
This is modeled as a set of transition probabilities ⇥(b⇥|b).

The amount of common key material that can be reli-
ably extracted from the enrollment and reconstruction mea-
surements is upper bounded by the mutual information
I(X;Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) � H(X,Y ). Note that I(X;Y )
depends on k and ⇤. We have
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(In our notation the an integral is an operator acting on
everything to the right.) Our aim is to estimate � and ⇥ from
our set of measurements on the UNIQUE PUFs, and then use
Eqs. (1–3) to compute I(X;Y ). However, the space in which
the biases live is very large due to the large number of cells
(b, b⇥ ⇧ B = [0, 1]n), no matter how we discretize the interval

[0, 1]. This makes estimation of probability distributions
di⇥cult, since any histogram we construct is based on only
N points in the whole space B, where N is the number of
PUFs we have at our disposal; the density of points is so low
that typically each bin will contain at most one point.

We introduce the following, rather crude, approximation,
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In words: (i) At manufacture, each cell has its own probability
distribution (�i) for the bias, independent of the other cells.
(ii) We use global transition probabilities ⇥0( · |· ), indepen-
dent of the cell index, to model the e�ect of environmental
influences on the biases.

The functions �i and ⇥0 are defined on small domains: [0, 1]
and [0, 1]2 respectively. Hence they can be estimated fairly
accurately. Note that our approximation for � is not capable
of modeling correlations between cells. Our approach (4) is
motivated by (a) the lack of correlation we observe between
cells in most of the PUF types (see Section 4.3), and (b) a
feeling that the physics of the transitions bi ⌃⌅ b⇥i should not
depend on the cell index i.

Substitution of (4) into (1–3) gives factorized equations,
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The mutual information then consists of independent parts,
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i⇤[n] I(Xi;Yi) =
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i⇤[n] H(Xi)+H(Yi)�H(Xi, Yi).

4. RESULTS

4.1 Data set
To test the results of our proposed method, a large data

set of PUF measurements has been used. This data set was
created in the EU funded FP7 programme project UNIQUE
(contract number 238811). The UNIQUE project yielded 192
ASICs featuring six di�erent PUF types: SRAM, D Flip-Flop
(DFF), Latch, Buskeeper, Arbiter and Ring Oscillator.

We analyze the four memory-based PUF types. Each ASIC
has four instantiations of the Latch, DFF and SRAM PUF
and two instantiation of the Buskeeper PUF. Unfortunately
two Latch PUFs per ASIC are unusable due to faults in the
addressing logic. Furthermore, during preliminary testing,
one DFF instance was found to be very unreliable when
compared to the other instances (also noted in [9, 13]). This
instance we also excluded from the test data. This leaves a
total of 2 · 192 = 384 Latch and Buskeeper PUFs, 3 · 192
= 576 DFF and 4 · 192 = 768 SRAM PUFs for analysis.

All these PUF types provide 8192 bits of output, except
the SRAM PUF which has 65536 bits of output. However,
during the entropy analysis we used only 8192 out of these
65536, in order to reduce the required memory for processing.

In the UNIQUE project, several di�erent test (such as
temperature and voltage variation) were done to determine
reliability (e.g. in [9] and [12]). In this paper, we use the data
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